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Response to: ‘External validation of EULAR/ACR 
classification criteria for idiopathic inflammatory 
myopathies’ by Luu et al

We would like to thank Luu et al1 for their comments on our 
recent publication in the Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases, enti-
tled ‘First external validation of sensitivity and specificity of 
the European League Against Rheumatism (EULAR)/American 
College of Rheumatology (ACR) classification criteria for idio-
pathic inflammatory myopathies with a Japanese cohort’.2

We are pleased to know similar validation studies of the new 
criteria3–7 have been carried out to strengthen our contention. 
Although Luu et al1 argue that earlier studies have been published 
before ours, they were not found with the PubMed search, using 
the name of the new criteria and validation as keywords, at the 
time of the submission of our manuscript in April 2019. Presum-
ably, so did the reviewers of our manuscript. Before our publi-
cation, Luu et al gave their presentation in scientific meetings 
in 2018,3 4 which was followed by an official publication in the 
middle of 2019.5 It is common that presentations at scientific 
meetings precede the final and formal publication. The meeting 
abstracts do not appear in the literature databases, reflecting 
their possible scientific immaturity. In this regard, we gave oral 
presentations of our study at the meetings including the 13th 
International Workshop on Autoimmunity and Autoantibodies 
held in 2016. Nevertheless, we would like to point out that they 
made precious suggestion: inclusion of MRI or an extended anti-
body panel should improve the accuracy of the criteria.

A single- centre study reported by Hočevar et al6 was small in 
scale and retrospective but valuable. In a correspondence report, 
they raised the possibility of low sensitivity of the new criteria.

A larger retrospective report by Zhang et al,7 published in 
May 2019, also described that the new criteria showed high 
sensitivity and specificity. We agree with their suggestion that 
‘other DM- associated rashes, such as technician’s hand, shawl 
sign and V area rash, may be included in the classification tree to 
improve the performance of the criteria in the future’.

Taken together, all of the above studies are greatly informa-
tive, suggesting overall high performance of the new criteria and 
possible difference in sensitivity and specificity among different 
ethnicities. They also show us what to be done in the future to 
improve the criteria.
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